GRASSROOT VENTURES |
 THE FARMER CHEF

“Justin drives three hours each way from
Milwaukee to his parents’ beef
cattle farm in Sparta every few weeks.”

Family
Style Food

Want your restaurant to serve the finest beef ?
Just source it from Dad’s farm.
STORY BY LORI VANOVER SENIOR EDITOR
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In 1977, two years before Justin
was born, the farm officially
switched over to beef. Justin showed
4-H calves from age 8 or 9 through
his teenage years. At one point he
thought he would take over the family farm. “I was happy; I never cared
about the money.” But it wasn’t
meant to be. “My dad kicked me
off the farm. Times were tough for
small farms and he said, ‘No, you’re
not staying here.’ ”
So instead, Justin moved to
Wisconsin Dells after high school
and worked with his older brother,
who now also is a chef, at a supper
club. After serving in the military,
Justin followed his brother to cook
in Mississippi, and later worked at
upscale restaurants in New Orleans,
New York, Chicago, Madison and
Milwaukee.
After more than a decade of cooking in other people’s restaurants, he
decided in 2013 that he was ready
to take the leap and run his own
place. “I used my savings, CDs,
money from my parents. When I
opened Ardent, my bank account
was negative $300. We had four
employees, including me. I would
buy the exact amount of food we
needed each day—six onions, two
heads of garlic...”
His best friend’s dad built the bar
and his mom, Mary, sews the aprons
and napkins. “Now we have an
actual oven at least. We started out
with two toaster ovens and
some plug-in burners.”

Justin talks business with
his dad, Dwight, at the farm;
works in the kitchen at Ardent
(below right); and sits down for
homemade cookies (below) with
his mom, Mary, and his dad.
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ising star chef Justin
Carlisle serves
gourmet cuisine at his
Milwaukee fine-dining
restaurant, Ardent,
four nights a week. His skills have
gained national acclaim from the
prestigious James Beard Foundation:
In 2014, Ardent was a semifinalist in
its Best New Restaurant category;
in 2015, Justin was a finalist for the
Best Chef Midwest award; and he’s
in the running again in 2016.
Justin says he’s flattered by the
accolades, and glowing reviews
certainly help book reservations.
But at his core, Justin is a farm kid
from Wisconsin who values family
and quality food above everything
else. This is why he drives three
hours each way from Milwaukee
to his parents’ beef cattle farm in
Sparta every few weeks. His dad,
Dwight, produces all of the beef that
is served at Ardent.
Justin shies away from trendy
descriptions like farm-to-table,
saying the way they do it is just how
families have done things for generations. The farm has been in Justin’s
family for 80 years, and growing
up there gave him an education in
food that he could never find in a
restaurant kitchen.
“We’ve had this farm since the
mid-’30s,” Justin says. “My grandpa
leased it until the ’50s or ’60s and
then bought it out. It was a mainstream farm, with dairy, pigs, sheep
and lots of crops.”
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He says his goal with Ardent is
to create a memorable and personal
experience for his customers. Even
though it’s an upscale restaurant,
Justin wants diners to feel comfortable, as if they are sharing a meal at
his home. “We have six employees,
six tables. I walk right over with
your food and talk to you about it.”
En route to Sparta, Justin often
stops at other local farms to pick up
food to serve at Ardent. “I find out
who is growing the good stuff and
buy it from them. And I always pay
up front. Because I grew up on a
farm, I know they need the money.”
Justin encouraged his dad to
form a partnership with him for the
restaurant and introduced him to
Wagyu cattle because he wanted to
try serving the beef at Ardent.
“These Japanese bloodlines were
brought over to Texas in the ’80s.
They are bred for easy calving and
have three times as much marbling
in the meat as Angus. It’s a 70to-30 fat-to-meat ratio. The meat
is webbed out—it looks white to
almost pink all the way through.”
Justin says it takes 32 to 36
months to raise a Wagyu calf to
maturity, twice as long as a standard
American cow. Dwight used to
sell his cattle between August and

“The taste, for sure, is the
primary reason I serve my
dad’s beef to my customers.
The quality is outstanding.”
October, when the price of meat is
highest. “That meant from February
through October, we were working
nonstop to get the animals ready.
Now, because I’m the buyer, Dad just
gives me the animal when it’s done.”
Right now, most of their stock is
a cross of Angus and black Wagyu.
They are also working to produce
purebred red Wagyu calves. And
Dwight likes to mix in some
Simmental genes. “Gotta have my
hybrid vigor,” he says with a smile.
The herd is now around 30
head on 130 acres. Dwight says he
bought six calves recently—“I get
cows from guys I went to school
with or worked with, so I know
the pedigrees”—but all the others
are homebred. Justin compares the
farming and restaurant industries to
a big family: “You know who to call
to get something.”
In a project with the University
of Wisconsin, the Carlisles are
testing different feeds and vitamin

supplements. Justin says he’s frequently on the phone with his dad to
get updates. “We are involved with
the cows from beginning to end, and
it makes such a difference. During
the eight-week finishing time, we
document everything,” he says.
“Now we’re working on getting consistent marbling, softness and chew.”
Justin is proud to endorse the
results of their collaboration.
“The taste, for sure, is the primary
reason I serve my dad’s beef to my
customers,” he says. “The quality is
outstanding and wonderful, and it
actually tastes like beef. Our chuck
looks better than prime tenderloin.”
He says his primary goal is to support the restaurant and his family
with the land he has available and
the friends and connections he has
made. “We don’t do this to become
rich. As long as we can sustain our
family and serve wonderful meals,
we will do the best we can in our
little area.”
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Most of the cattle are Angus/black Wagyu
cross. At Ardent, Justin creates artistic
dishes like beef with turnip and greens.
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